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PICTURESQUE

INTER-COLLEGE

REELS'n THRILLS
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EVENTS
JUST DANCE
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ANOTHER
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INTER-COLLEGE



PRE-EVENTS



 
Participants can submit only one photograph each. 

Participants must send their entries in jpeg/ PNG/ JPG file format. 

Other relevant data like - Participant Name, Name of College/

Institution, Contact Number need to be included. 

Each entry must contain a CAPTION (not more than 15 words). 

The entry should be within 10 MB. 

Your entry must be your own work. 
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REGISTRATION

FEES:

FORM CLOSE

DATE
25th march, 202350/-30/-

( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )



Photos that portray or otherwise include inappropriate and/or

offensive content, including provocative nudity, violence, human

rights and/or environmental violation, and/or any other contents

deemed to be contrary to the law, religious, cultural & moral traditions

and practices of India, are strictly prohibited and will be immediately

discarded. 

Decision of the judge is final and binding.

CO-ORDINATOR

SAYAK DAS 

8017447527

VOLUNTEER

SOHAM NANDI 

7044469910



 
Theme = Bollywood

The Competition is Open for All BPPIMT Students.

Participants will have to share their Reels link entries on the

Registration form. Only ONE entry is allowed from each participant.

The video should not exceed 60 seconds.

As per Reel format, the video should be made vertically and not

horizontally.

The reel must be an original creation. You can only be inspired by

existing trends online. Plagiarized content will led to

disqualification.

Any offensive, name-calling, derogatory remarks, and/or regional

slang towards any person or community should not be used.
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FREE

( This is an online event )

FORM CLOSE

DATE
25th march, 2023



Please make sure music is added, if needed. 

Please use one medium of language for the reels. Preferred

languages: Bengali, English, Hindi. 

The decision of the Judges will be final and binding.

CO-ORDINATOR

ASHUTOSH KUMAR SINGH 

 9608008549

VOLUNTEER

DIPCHAND GHOSH

8250521048



 
The caption must be Original.

The Event is an Individual Event.

All participants will caption a photograph which must be clicked at

Elixir selfie stand at C-Block.

Single photograph should be used.

The captions should be regarding ELIXIR ’23 and should not have

more than two statements.

Languages allowed : - English ,Bengali , Hindi.

The caption is Strictly Prohibited of having any kind of Offensive

Language.

Photograph and Caption should be sent to

elixirbppimt2023@gmail.com. The Mail should also contain Name,

Year, Branch, University Roll number. Any Missing detail may lead

to disqualification.
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FEES:
FREE

( This is an online event )

FORM CLOSE

DATE
25th march, 2023



The photo will be uploaded from ELIXIR main Facebook page where

number of likes on the photo will be considered for judgment.

Remember, the person who have liked the photograph should also be

the follower of the ELIXIR page otherwise likes will not be considered.

Judges’ decision will be final and binding.

CO-ORDINATOR

SAYAK BANERJEE 

9631137578

VOLUNTEER

ABHIRUP PAUL 

8910641033

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Originality

Creativity

Appropriateness

Number of likes followed in photo posted in ELIXIR page



 It’s a typography event where you have to draw/write in

differentstyle and shapes through your imagination. 

This event will be open for BPPIMT students only. 

This event requires individual participation and will happen in

OFFLINE mode. 

Participants can use dot pens, pencils, gel pens, sketch pens etc.

The end result needs to be clean & tidy. 

Final submission cannot be made using pencil. The position if any

left drawn in pencil will be considered as invalid. (You can use

pencil for any rough sketch or work). 

Drawing sheets will be provided by the volunteers of the event. 
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50/-
( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT )

REGISTRATION

FEES:

Topic: ELIXIR and the connected words that express your
feelings for college fest

21st March, 2023 
DATE

02:00 Pm – 04:00 pm
TIME

BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE



No abusive word or drawing would be entertained and will be

disqualified. 

Criteria of judgement is how Original, Creative and beautiful the work

will. 

Time limit: 2hr 

Venue: College Activity room 

Decision of the judges will be final and binding.

CO-ORDINATOR

KRITTIKA MAJUMDAR 

 8599951457

VOLUNTEER

SUBHAJIT JANA 

7003171048



EVENTS



 
This is a solo event.

Any dance form is allowed.

The performance has to be within 3 - 5 minutes (Max). Violation

ofthe above time limit will lead to deduction of marks.

Costumes, props, make up kits should be carried by the

participants themselves. The committee will not be responsible for

providing these materials.

To maintain college decorum, participants should wear decent

outfit or costume.

Performance tracks has to be submitted to the event coordinators

in a pen-drive and cd both in .mp3 format 3 hours before the event.

Make sure the pen drive contains no other files or data except for

the audio track. The track also needs to be sent to a given mail

before the daof the event.
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150/-100/-
( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT )

REGISTRATION

FEES: ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

24th March, 2023 
DATE

10:00 am – 01:00 pm
TIME

BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE



Inflammable or sharp or heavy objects or water are NOT ALLOWED

on the stage.

College ID must be carried for verification purpose.

Green rooms will be provided to the participants

The Elixir committee will not be responsible for the loss or damage of

any belongings of participants.

Order of performance will be pre decided and no change on request

will be entertained.

In case of disqualification, registration fees will not be refundable.

Only online registrations will be considered. No on spot

registrationswill be entertained. 

Indecent or vulgar acts will not be tolerated and no further arguments

will be entertained.

Decision made by the judges and committee will be final.

Organizing Team deserves the right to change any rules or modify

them with prior notice.

Committee is not responsible for any medical issue of the participants

at the event time.

RIYA SARKAR

9679295016

CO-ORDINATOR VOLUNTEER

AYAN DAS - 7430920915

Sampriti Sarkar - 82508 11779

Please note: The organizing committee reserves the right to reject or remove any
dance performance which is obscene, defamatory, libellous, abusive,harassing,
vulgar, politically-biased or otherwise objectionable, or unlawful subject matter or
which constitute or encourage a criminal offence, violate the rights of any party or
otherwise gives rise to liability or violates any law, in its absolute discretion.



 
 Solo performance or not more than 2 members to coordinate

(playing any music instrument) is allowed.

The song must be prepared in Hindi/Bengali/English language and

can be from any genre for example classical, folk, Bollywood song,

ghazal, Sufi, Rabindra-sangeet, band, rock, etc.

Time limit - 4Minutes (MAXIMUM).

Participants may use karaoke recording (mp3 format submitted in a

pen-drive before the event) or any instruments of their choice, of

which none will be provided by the organizers.

Use of any vulgar or improper words or action during the

performance is liable to disqualification of the contestant

immediately.

College ID card/ passes is a MUST.
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FEES:
150/-80/-

( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

25th March, 2023 
DATE

TIME

BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE

10:00 Am – 01:00 Pm



VOCAL
TECHNIQUE

Breathe control, Tonal quality, Hitting the proper notes at
the right time with proper breathe control is important to
consider. Rhythm, Melody, Harmony, Timbre, Dynamics,
Texture, and Form should be on point.

SENSE OF MUSIC
In case of medley/mash-ups, choosing the right songs with
same pitch  and rhythm will showcase a performers music
sense.

JUDGING CRITERIA 

STAGE
APPEARANCE &

AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT

This category is based on how the singer dresses, uses the
stage, moves, interacts with the live musicians (if any), and
communicates with the audience. Proper attire should be
based on the musical style and setting.

CHOICE OF SONGS
Singers need to carefully choose the best song for each
unique situation. They also should carefully consider
what’s the very best song for them to sing. 

CO-ORDINATOR VOLUNTEER

Sreejita Banerjee

9330445139

Nirjhar Das - 8584935585

Manshi Shubham - 8987291883



 
This is a group event. Team should have a minimum of 6 and a

maximum of 10 participants

All participants must be registered college students.

Time:8+2 minutes (Including setup and the performance both).

Negative marking if participants exceed time limit.

Theme selection is open to the team.

Each team must bring their respective music track in a pen drive

and should be handed over to the coordinators 5 days prior to the

event.

One team member must be present to provide cues for light and

music.

The stage must not remain empty for more than a minute.
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1000/-
( PER TEAM )

REGISTRATION

FEES:

DATE

03:45 pm – 05:45 pm
TIME

Newtown Mela

Ground

VENUE

2nd April, 2023



All garments, props and other accessories must be arranged by the

participating teams as required by them. However, the organizing

committee will not be responsible for the damage or loss of any

object.

Students from different colleges can form a team.

Usage of fire or water in any form on the stage would result in

disqualification. Use of cigarettes, alcohol and any unfair means is

strongly prohibited.

Vulgarity is strongly prohibited . Any form of obscenity will lead to

debarring the team from the contest.

The decision of the judge is final and no further disputes will not be

entertained.

There will be no prelims for the teams participating from other

colleges.

Judgment will be based on Make Up and Styling, Costumes and

Presentation, Walking Stance and Attitude, Music Incorporation,

Creativity and Adoption of Theme.

CO-ORDINATOR

DIPTARKA SAHA 

9674010979 

VOLUNTEER

ADHIRAJ SAHA - 87770 51892 

NEHA RAJ - 78570 53922



 
This is a group event.

No. of team members: minimum of 4 and maximum of 10 strictly.

The performance has to be within 10 minutes. Violation of the above

time limit will lead to deduction of marks.

College id cards must be carried for verification purposes.

Green rooms will be provided to the participants.

Inflammable, sharp or heavy objects or water are not allowed on the

stage.

Decisions of the judges and the elixir committee will be final and

binding.

All garments, props and other accessories and makeup must be

arranged by the participant as required by them.
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REGISTRATION

FEES:

*REGISTRATION FEE – 600/- each group for upto 8 members. Additional members
charge: Rs 50/- per member.

600*/-400*/-
( PER BPPIMT TEAM ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

DATE

 01:30 pm - 03:30pm
TIME

Newtown Mela

Ground

VENUE

2nd April, 2023



Organising team has the right to change or modify any rule with prior

notice.

Performance tracks have to be submitted to the event coordinators 3

days before the event date.

Indecent or vulgar acts will not be tolerated and no further arguments

will be entertained.

No student can be a part of more than one group in break free.

CO-ORDINATOR

DEBASMITA BAG 

9804346470

VOLUNTEER

Sayak Das - 8017447527 

Snighdhodeb Dutta - 80137 53038 



 
The most important criterion for judging a creative piece is the   

 author's creativity, how original and creative his/her piece of work

or idea is.

His/her grip on the language, capacity to play with the words and

vocabulary will be considered as a parameter.

It goes without saying, the author cannot exceed the said word limit

i.e. 350-400 words and the languages are limited to English and

Bengali.

The creative pieces can be either a short story or a poem or

a nonfiction prose. 

The nonfiction prose should not be mistaken for an essay.

In case of a short story, the story should begin and end with an

impact or it should be written in such a manner that it holds the

reader's attention.
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60/-40/-
( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

REGISTRATION

FEES:

24th March, 2023 
DATE

03:00 pm – 05:00 pm
TIME

BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE



Grammar is not being considered as a parameter. However, it is

expected that the writer has a sound knowledge of grammar. It is also

expected, that, the piece is not pampered with spelling mistakes.

The Topic will be provided by organizers.

The time allotted for creative writing is 60 minutes.

A participant will get disqualified if he/she uses any electronic gadget

and internet or exceeding the said time limit.

The paper will be provided by Organizers. Participants have to use

their own pen and pencil. They can use other stationery things with

the permission of coordinators.

Judges will decide the winner despite of the language they have

chosen. There will be three positions (1st, 2nd and 3rd) from the

whole event.

The decision of Judges will be final.

All participants must show their college id cards prior to entering the

venue of competition.

The organizing committee deserves the right to change or modify the

rules, timings etc. with prior notice.

CO-ORDINATOR

SAYANI PRAMANIK

8670099931

VOLUNTEER

AYAN DAS SHARMA

8436576182



 
This is a group event.

The group should consist of a maximum of 15 members.

A team may include members from same/different colleges.

The performance can be in English, Hindi and /or Bengali.

Time on stage allocated for each performance must not exceed 30

minutes (including setup time).

A warning bell will be given after 25 minutes and the final bell will

be given at 30th minute.

Each team should mention the name of the participants as well as

the team name.

Green rooms will be provided. All costumes and accessories

should be arranged by the participating team itself.
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600/-400/-
( PER BPPIMT TEAM )

REGISTRATION

FEES: ( PER OTHER COLLEGE TEAM )

24th March, 2023 
DATE

02:15 pm – 05:00 pm
TIME

 BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE



Usage of unparliamentary language and derogatory comments will

not be entertained and may lead to immediate disqualification.

The performance should not contain anything which may hurt

anyone’s religious sentiments.

No additional equipment will be provided except two tables and four

chairs. The technician will operate all the house lighting and audio

systems. The organizing committee is responsible only for

infrastructural facilities and shall not be so for security of items in

green rooms or on stage after performance. 

Stage dimension will be communicated prior to the show. Participants

have to bring along their background music (if any).

Judges will mark each group on the basis of composition of the

drama, acting, script and costume

The jury’s decision will be final. Participating groups have to abide by

these rules, else they will be disqualified. 

The organizing team reserves the right to change or modify any of the

rules if required.

CO-ORDINATOR

HRITAM DUTTA 

9903195524

VOLUNTEER

PRITHVIRAJ DAS - 7384657166

Rittika Pal - 85839 71322



 
This event is an inter-college event. Therefore, participants have to

be registered college students.

This is a solo event.

Participants can dress about any character of their wish

(anime/comics/movies/web series) but must portray it accordingly

and accurately.

No changing rooms or green rooms will be provided, so

participants must come to the event dressed according to their

cosplay character.

No vulgarity will be entertained. Such actions will lead to instant

disqualification, so choose your character wisely.
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REGISTRATION

FEES:
80/-50/-

( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

25th March, 2023 
DATE

11:00 am – 01:00 pm
TIME

 BPPIMT, VIP Campus
VENUE



No nudity or clothing that exposes excessive amounts of skin will be

allowed. No weapons-real or replica is to be allowed at the event

without prior approval from the event staff. No smoking or vaping is

allowed in the event space. No open flames or pyrotechnics are to be

allowed at the event.

In round 1, each participant will be given an event space where they

will act/perform like the character they are cosplaying and interact

with the crowd. In round 2, all the participants, one by one will come

on stage and will answer a few questions asked by the judges.

Props are to be brought by the participants. The organizers shall not

bear any responsibility in case of loss/damage or theft of any props

material.

The decisions made by the judge are final and no further disputes will

be entertained or valid.

Participants must follow all rules and regulations set by event staff

and venue security.

CO-ORDINATOR VOLUNTEER

RAUNAK BANERJEE 

 7980735045

DHRITINAVO PAL CHOWDHURY - 6289842346 

HENA MEHATA - 8292162182



CRAFTSMANSHIP
The level of skill and attention to detail in the construction
of the costume, including the use of appropriate materials
and techniques.

ACCURACY
The degree to which the costume accurately represents the
character or source material which the participants will
portray.

PRESENTATION
The level of confidence, energy, and stage presence
demonstrated by the cosplayer while cosplaying.

CREATIVITYThe degree to which the cosplayer has added their own
unique elements and interpretation to the costume. 

AUTHENTICITY
The degree to which the cosplayer stays true to the
character and source material.

INTERACTION
The degree to which the cosplayer interacts with the
audience, judges, and other cosplayers during the event.

CONCEPT-
UALIZATION

The degree to which the cosplayer has created a believable
and cohesive look and feel to the costume, including the
use of appropriate accessories and props.

OVERALL
IMPRESSION

How well the cosplayer presents the costume as a whole
and how memorable the costume is.

JUDGING CRITERIA 



 
Entertain the crowd in your own way. It can be a skit, solo

instrument play or any of your special talent showcase.

Team should consist 1 or 2 (performer) + 2 (helping hands for

backstage).

A team must consist of participants from same college (Cross

college teams are strictly prohibited) and College Id proof (original/

photocopy/ soft copy) of every participants have to be carried.

Maximum limit of number of participating teams from a particular

college is 2.

Time limit: 4+1 minutes for each team. This 1 Minutes includes

stage set up, changes of scene and other things related to the

performance. Exceeding this time limit, the team will be penalized.
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REGISTRATION

FEES:
100/-70/-

( PER BPPIMT PARTICIPANT ) ( PER OTHER COLLEGE PARTICIPANT )

25th March, 2023 
DATE

TIME

BPPIMT,VIP Campus
VENUE

02:15 Pm – 05:00 pm



Light, Sound and all other provided facilities will be stopped after 5

minutes.

There is no specific theme. Participating teams are free to choose the

topic. Language should be : Bengali, English, Hindi.

Props are allowed, and should be brought by participants themselves.

Any equipment that you will bring, has to be disclosed at least the day

before the competition.

Pre-recorded music should be brought in a pendrive in mp3 format

only.

Participants can have live music.

Use of any kind of fluid, live animals, flame, heavy/sharp objects is

not allowed.

The decision of the coordinators will be final regarding rules and

regulations and provision of services. The decision of the judges will

be final and binding.

Vulgarity and use of abusive language shall lead to disqualification.

CO-ORDINATOR

ARPAN GHOSH 

9748892687 

VOLUNTEER

SAYAN DEY - 6291267461 

DEBJITA MONDAL - 6291533962




